SUDAN
MAY TO NOVEMBER 2023

13,243 M³
CARGO STORED

40 MT
CARGO TRANSPORTED

18 ORGANISATIONS SUPPORTED

5 CONVOYS COORDINATED

13 DESTINATIONS REACHED BY CONVOY

159 SERVICE REQUESTS COMPLETED

REGIONAL COORDINATION AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT IS AVAILABLE AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL IN NAIROBI, KENYA. CROSS-BORDER COORDINATION IS ALSO FACILITATED OUT OF CHAD.

STORAGE USERS (M³)

66%
UN AGENCIES

30%
INGO

4%
OTHERS

CARGO HANDLED MONTHLY (M³)

Tonnage Stored by Sector

FOOD SECURITY (10%)

HEALTH (19%)

NUTRITION (30%)

PROTECTION (1%)

SHELTER (25%)

WASH (15%)

TONNAGE STORED BY SECTOR

CONVOY LOCATIONS REACHED

AIRPORT

SEA PORT

STORAGE SERVICES

COORDINATION

CONVOY LOCATIONS REACHED

PORT SUDAN

GEDAREF

KHARTOUM

AL-GOZ

WAD MEDANI

JABEL AWLIA

AL-FASHER

AL DILLING

KOSTI

EL GOZ

EL DAEIN

EL FASHER

EL OBIEID

ABU JUBIYAH

KADUGULI

LEGEND

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

IM PRODUCTS PUBLISHED

50

COORDINATION

COORDINATION MEETINGS CONDUCTED

31

HIGHLIGHTS

CHOLERA RESPONSE

PARTNER ORGANISATIONS ATTENDING NATIONAL SUDAN LOGISTICS CLUSTER COORDINATION MEETINGS

76

140 M³

PARTNER ORGANISATIONS ATTENDING CHAD-SUDAN CROSS-BORDER COORDINATION MEETINGS

34

MEDICAL SUPPLIES STORED IN GEDAREF

9.02 M

TOTAL BUDGET

29% ASSIGNED

THE LOGISTICS CLUSTER IS LED BY

AL FULAH

ABU JUBIYAH

REGIONAL COORDINATION AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT IS AVAILABLE AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL IN NAIROBI, KENYA. CROSS-BORDER COORDINATION IS ALSO FACILITATED OUT OF CHAD.

INFORMATION REPRESENTED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS BASED ON THE MOST ACCURATE DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FROM THE FIELD LOGISTICS CLUSTER STAFF SUPPORTING THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE OPERATION. IT MAY BE REVISED OR UPDATED AS NEW, OR MORE COMPLETE DATA BECOMES AVAILABLE.